


Polish manufacturer of professional machines for blowing fiber and microcables.

MAL-MET 
Most powerful fiber blowing machines in the world

www.fibermachines.com
Our fiber optic cable machines are fully professional 
machines for blown fiber and microcables, fiber optics 
cable, copper cables, etc. in the HDPE pipe. The most 
important advantages of the fiber optic cable blowing 
machines is its patented construction, design and pro-
duction technology. We have references of companies 
that have blowed thousands kilometers of fiber (more 
thanthan 4000m in one piece). Our machine has the largest 
power on the market.

We provide warranty and post-warranty service. and 
training in the use of machines. Each customer buying 
the machine being trained and receive a certificate.

Each machine is equipped with:
- user manual
- declaration of conformity CE
- tool box
- set of rollers and nozzle head prepared for one fiber 
  diameter,
- set of HDPE holders prepared for 3 diameters
- set of tools to operate the machinery
- pneumatic gun for cleaning
- multifunctional counter with Bluetooth- multifunctional counter with Bluetooth
- warranty 24 months

The main features of the machine:

Versatility - working range of the machine allows blowing 
cables from a diameter of 0.8 mm to 30 mm.
ReliabilityReliability - The machine is very reliable because: it has 
a unique design, is very accurate, most advanced produc-
tion technology, the best selection and quality materials, 
large amount of bearings resistant to dirt. From the begin-
ning of production we have not received any complaints.
Speed - The machine is capable of blow aprox. 100 m of 
cable per minute.
Power (force) - With the arrangement of the profiled roll-
ers that gird the cable at 90%, we can press it with great 
force and speed at the same time avoid slipping cable or 
even his chafing (damaged) or break, rolls work as clutch 
aforgiving mistakes of machine operator. Each of the rolls 
has its own drive, which is passed through the pneumatic 
gear motor.
Operation - By dint of the transparent shield the operator 
during operation can adjust the pressure force of the 
cable and chain tension.
Adjustable blowing head.
NewNew counter - The latest Bluetooth wireless meter with 
many features (Speed cable, daily counter, and total, tem-
perature, the possibility of connection to the application 
on the phone).
The ability to add lubrication during blowing
You can power machine with one hose.




